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	untitled1: Based on the podcast E19:  Understanding communities to prevent burnout with Dr Melicia Whitt-Glover
	untitled2: able to advocate for safe spaces for physical activity in community. So that I can exercise outdoors safely to support my mental health but also so that there are safe spaces for my children to play outdoors. Learning to be an advocate may also help me be a part of other efforts to improve my community, school, or workspaces in a way that fulfills me, rather than drains me.
	untitled3: The first step is learning some of the key steps to being a good advocate; finding out how decisions about this are made, understanding both community and decision maker perspectives to create a win-win, presenting clear calls to action through facts and community voiced stories, power in numbers, engaging partners with leadership experience, an action plan with follow up steps. 
	untitled4: Putting aside time to learn about the issue you want to actively support will be important, to attend various meetings to understand the playing field before you engage so that your efforts have the most impact. Joining an existing group already advocating can be one approach, but don't forget your unique perspective may unlock solutions or strategies that have been overlooked.
	untitled5: There are free online courses on advocacy that might be a good place to start e.g. https://courses.philanthropyu.org/ . Finding local groups who advocate on specific policies for example safe streets or vision zero. Interestingly the AARP does a lot of advocacy around liveable communities. In a workplace it might be the ERG. https://paidleave.us/workshop/ has a great toolkit.
	untitled6: This is one of the keys to successful advocacy. You have to uncover who is the decision maker in practice. Who actions changes on a daily basis? These people often have more influence than someone with a title. Another key is being part of a group and having clear roles that match your strengths. Decision makers respond to noise but also carefully crafted solutions that match their goals.
	untitled7: Probably 2-3 hours at a time. Advocacy work is complex, involving listening to multiple perspectives which can take time. The important part of every effort is to have a clear action plan at the end. A lot of efforts are wasted with discussion without action. Each time you meet or spend time researching an issue you need to come up with a clear plan, timeline and follow up actions.
	untitled8: Working on an advocacy goal once a week or once a month might be enough. You want to be talking about the issue often enough that it stays top of mind, but not so often that people start to block you out. You also have to save your energy for the long game.
	untitled9: Persistence is a key to advocacy and having long term goals. Decision making cycles can be very slow and building a case can take a long time. Sometimes an advocacy window suddenly opens and being ready with your facts and stories and your specific ask is important so you can grab that opportunity when it comes.
	untitled10: Often advocacy is not someone's primary job, or your important issue is not a decision maker's primary concern. Frequent but gentle reminders on specific asks are key, but also branded materials like coffee cups, water bottles, magnets helps keep your issue in front of the right people.
	untitled11: In situations with opposing views there can be conflict, not everyone will agree. In advocacy work, there can be a lot of no's and apparent dead-ends. People like to complain but aren't willing to do anything or have faced so much resistance that they are burned out. Coming in as a 'savior' without empowering the community to use their strengths.
	untitled12: Is important at so many levels; are policies enforced? Are decision makers held accountable? Do advocates follow through with promised actions? Equality by Design book has some suggestions based on research; signing your name at the start of a document, letting people know you will be following up, explaining that you are in the minority not doing the desired behavior.
	untitled13: There can be lots of documents that track policy decisions but they are often buried. Having data to hand, even if crude is important for credibility and for your own guidance. Percentages of complete actions, interviews with those affected, including evaluation to ensure impact, reminders of deadlines, promises etc. Visualizing progress toward long term goals is  important, e.g. thermometer.
	untitled14: Celebrating group successes is very important to maintain momentum and engagement. A celebration board in a prominent place in your community or a newsletter can help, with photos and stories. It is important to continue to show progress even if slow and to show that efforts are impacting your community. Sometimes community members are impacted even before a change is made because they feel supported when they know somebody is advocating for a cause they care about.
	untitled15: Learning conflict resolution skills is helpful for any situation. Realizing that rejection is just getting you closer to the right path is helpful for resilience as well as curiosity; what else would work? Also see TED talk on 100 days of rejection. Having clear action plans matched to people's strengths can help with further engagement as well as directly asking what are you willing to do for this cause? Finding new advocates with energy will help but ensure they are also equipped with skills and knowledge to tell their story.
	untitled16: Getting support from your family for you to spend time on this advocacy issue is important. Making it a family project can help or explaining why it is important to you and your family. Working with organizations that value your time and effort and pay for it is ideal although not common. To build a group create team building activities and ask each person to bring one new friend each time.
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